The Historical Sigoificance of International Mother I ,anguage Day
More than just another "holiday" hijacked by card companies.
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M Zubair Hossain

A COUPLE of years back, the UNESCO declared February 21st
general strike was called on February 21, 1952. The governas the International Mother Language Oay. A resolution unaniIT)ent responded by declaring a curfew and banning demonstramously adopted at the plenary of the UNESCO in November
tions. College students in East Pakistan's capital, Ohaka ,
1999 reads: "21 February to be proclaimed International
defied the curfew and brought out processions. People from
Mother Language Day throughout the world to commemorate
all walks of life, including children, soon joined them. As the
the martyrs who sacrificed their lives on this very day in 1952."
protesters headed towards the East Pakistan Legislative
February 21st has long been observed as "Shaheed Oibosh"
Assembly Building to press their demands, the police intercept(Martyr's Oay) in Bangladesh totlonor the martyrs who laid
ed them on the Dhaka University campus. Failing to disperse
down their lives to uphold the dignity of their mother language.
the peaceful demonstrators, the police opened fire. The firing
1947 witnessed the emergence of two new Indepenkilled two people on the spot and mortally wounded several
dent states in South Asia: lndia and Pakistan. At that time,
others. Among those killed were Abul Barkat and Rafiquddin,
Pakistan consisted of two geographically noncontiguous areas:
both of whom were college students, Abdul Jabbar, a tailor,
East Pakistan, covering what is now known as Bangladesh, and
Abdus Salam and Shafiur Rahman, both government employWest Pakistan, covering the area that today forms Pakistan.
ees, and ten-year-<>ld Abdul Awwal, and eight-year-<>ld
The majority of Pakistan's population lived in the eastern part,
Wahidullah.
The language martyrs did not shed their blood in vain.
and Bangla (Bengali) was the language of the majority.
Unfortunately, howevThe 1956 constitution of Pakistan recognized both
er, the central govern.f.
f
Bangla and Urdu as the officiallanguages of the
ment of Pakistan totale SUpreme S8Crl ICe O t e
republic. More importantly, the supreme sacrifice of
ly ignored the mother
language martyrs inspired the the language martyrs inspired the Bangalees (Bangla
speakers) to bravely fight injustices at critical points in
language of the majority of its population
Bangalees (Bangla speakers)
history, especially during their war of independence in
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to bravely fight injustice at crit- 1971 and their movement against an autocratic~ miliand declared Urdu as
the only officiallan.
.
.
.
tary regime in 1990. Now that February 21st has
ICal POintS ln hJstory.
been recognized by the UNESCO as the International
guage of the country.
Very few people spoke
Mother Language Oay, the spirit of February 21st will
Urdu in East Pakistan,
certainly guide the global community in its efforts to
and most East
preserve the linguistic diversity of the world, particularPakistanis saw this as
ly in the face of the danger that many of the 6,000
an affront to their mother language. Naturally, they began to
languages spoken today may disappear in the next 20 years.
mount pressure on the government to declare Bangla as one of
the official languages by organizing strikes and demonstrations
throughout the province. As part of this popular movement, a

The Bard ·Economics Club: An Introduction
byJMelissa Mahoney
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THE INTENTION of this article is bi-fold.
lt serves, first, as an official introduction
of the Bard Economics Club to the college community and, second, as an invitation to the members of the community
to the first conference organized by the
club, which will address the topic of religious belief and economic behavior. The
conference will take place on
Wednesday, March 6, 2002 at 7:00 p.m.
in Olin 102.
The Bard Economics Club was
established in the fall of 2001 in
response to a growing demand of both
faculty members and students to
have an academic club 'on campus
devoted solely to the discipline of
economics. As some of you may
have observed, there has been an
increasing presence of students interested in economics at Bard, evidenced in the dramatic increase in
class enrollment. The objective of
the club is to assist the Bard
Economic Oepartment in serving the
increasing interests of the student
body by providing education, econornic resources, Information regarding
internships and conferences, and to
facilitate the Integration of the
Economics Department, including faculty and students, into the Bard College
Community. The officers of the club for
the 2001-2002 year include: Melissa
Mahoney, President; Peter Howard, Vice
President; Robert Lee, Treasurer; and
Mehnaz Rabbani, Secretary. The faculty
advisor is Andrew Pearlman, Assistant
Professor of Economics.
Last semester, the activities of

the club were limited mainly to the
development of the club structure and
establishment of an agenda for the
spring semester. Some members of the
club did, however, attend a conference
entitled Women Workers in Bangladesh,
which was sponsored by the National
Labor Committee (NLC) and held at
SUNY New Paltz. The officers of the
club researched the event and provided
both Information and transportation for
interested students. The conference,
which was very weil attended by SUNY
New Paltz students and community
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factories . An Interpreter translated their
stories for the audience.
The agenda for this semester
begins with the conference entitled The
Rational Disposition of Scarce
Resources: Religions' Ratlonalltles.
Judaism, Christianity, Islam. lt is a collaborative effort between the Religion
and Economics Oepartments of Bard
College, intending to address the effects
of religious belief on the functioning of
the economy. The members of the
panel include: Jacob Nuesner, Research
Professor of Religion and Theology;
Bruce Chilton, Bernard lddings Bell
Professor of Religion; Jon Brockopp,
Assistant Professor of Religion; and
Dimitri Papadimitriou, Jerome Levy
Professor of Economics and Vice
President of the College. For future
plans, the members of the clubwill be
traveling to Boston and attending an
annual conference of the Eastern
Economic Association on March 15,
2002. ln April, we will be inviting former Economic graduates of Bard to
speak to the club about their experiences at graduate school or working
in the field. We also plan to establish
a column in The Bard Observer devoted
to the discussion of economic issues.
We invite any members of the
college community with a strong interest
in economics to join the Bard Economics
Club. lf you would like to become a
member or have any questions regarding the club, please visit our web-site at
http:f/student.bard.edujeconclub or
contact us at econclub@bard.edu.

The agenda for this semester
begins with the conference entitled, The Rational Disposition of
Scarce Resources. Religions '
Rationalities. Judaism,
Christianity, Islam. lt is a collaborative effort between the
Religion and Economics
Departments of Bard College ...
members, addressed the working condit ions of women laborers in the
Bangladeshi garment· industry, touching
upon the topics such as laborers' rights,
earnings, and the relationships between
large multinational corporations, local
factory owners, and laborers. lt was a
unique event because the NLC hosted
three Bangladesh women al) of whom
spoke in their native language about
their experiences working in the garment

Trustees Pander
Future of Bard
byf-inta Conti-Cook

Tarnara Plummer and myself, found the
most recent Board of Trustees meeting, held on
Januäry 23, 2002 to have vital Information for students. Financial issues dominated the majority of
the meeting, especially after the New York Times
article announcing the trustees' generous donations ($120 million) that have rescued Bard from
another year of high financial stress.
Although the donations have moved
Bard's financial stress into a more manageable
position, the college is still following significantly
behind in its endowment than other small liberal
arts colleges (such as Vassar and Reed} and
therefore the current capital campaign to raise
funds for the college is still a strong priority for the
Board of Trustees as weil as the Board of
Governors (the Alumn i Association) in order to
raise the money necessary for financial ~ecurity
and further expansion of the college's resources.
Besides the emphasis on the need to
raise more money for the college, the Board also
discussed where the money would best be spent.
Immediate priorities included scholarships, faculty, technology, updating the content of the library,
and international programs as weil as finishing
the Viilage Oorms and the Performing Arts Center.
There was also discussion about renovations for
Aspinwall and Preston, the science department,
the language laboratory, Manor, and Robbins. One
trustee mentioned turning part of Manor Iounge
il}to a small coffeehouse for the students on north
campus as weil as for the audiences for the
Performing Arts Center.
Secondary priorities included the renovation of the gymnasium, expansion of the library for
more teaching, office and study space, and also
the renovation of a building that would eventually
be the permanent home of Bard's sister school in
Russia , Smolny College. One trustee in particular
was also supportive of a student space on main
campus where students from the library could
takl)! study breaks. There was some debate as to
the necessity for major gym renovation, incfuding
whether or not a good number of per$pective students are tumed away from Bard because of its
small athletic facilities, as weil as whether there is
current demand for new facilities.
There was a short presentation given by
the Chairwoman of the Beautification Committee,
who discussed the options for the opening to the
Performing Arts Center. The options are removing
the ' dead and dying trees" or leaving the opening
as is. The architect of the PAC and the campus's
landscaper will come to a decision and then bring
it to the Beautification Committee, who will either
approve or disa pprove, and depending on their
decision, will then bring the final decision to the
Board to vote on.
The Board Chairman also announced
that there will be a new committee of trustees put
together to periodically meet directly with students
in order to enhance communication between the
trustees and the students.
lf anyone has questions about any of the
issues discussed, please feel free to contact
either Tarnara Plummer (tp349@bard.edu) or
Cinta Conti Cook (cc472@bard.edu).

by Robert Lee, Esq.
you get pissed when security leaves you another parking ticket? Oo you feel unsafe
Agenda for Spring Semester '02:
lking home late at night without adequate lighting? Are there policies that makes no
-Needle protocol
to you? lf you feellike you have been treated unfairly or ifthere are safety and policy
-Bandwldth allocatiQn
in this school that you want explained or changed, then you should get lnvolved in
-Smokinl; Health campaign
Campus Safety and Policy Review Board (CSPRB). . This is yoUr chance tQ estabUsh llnes , -lncreaw Ughtlns
communication with administr~tion and to Iet your voice be haaret. CUI'I'eltt boel'd
-tampl.is Patfdnl -:-.
bers include Barbara Jean Briskey (Health Services), Ken Cooper (Securi\y),AIIen Joeey
Activities), John W. Kelty Jr. (Assoclate Dean ofstudents), KeVtnthayer(Residfnce ~>;,;UtuJt~Nf
Life), and student members (Laura Bermudez, Robert Lee, Maggte Ogden.
Sarah Shapiro). Below ls our agenda and meetln& times for thls temestsr.
n make it to our next meeting,

mem-
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Bard Students and Thai Students Share Intercession, Human Bond
Both groups learn that teaching and building turn out to be good metaphors for a reason.
byiVincent Valdmanis

I

Heads turned last month in Thailand as Bardians sat low in the back of a speedlog Toyota pick-up navigated by a Buddhist monk.
They were traveling to a viiJage a stone's throw from the boarder with Myanmar in
the rural northern region of Thailand. They were there to help build a school that served a
community at least 6 kilometers in radius.
Biek Satasut, a TLS student and junior at Bard, coordinated the project with local assistance. At trip's end, the Bardians had helped a construction crew build a two story steelbeamed structure intended to house students upstairs and provide classroom space downstairs.
But for many, construction was not the focal point of the project. The group taught English,
as weil, and the cultural and personal exchange it made possible was the experience that
meant the most.
'The experience of teaching,' said senior Zach Powell, "was very strong in terms of
community, meeting the people,
learning from the kids.'
The Thai students were
as enthusiastic about the process
as their teachers. A student in
these Englisti classes, Meboo,
wrote, ' Du ring your stay in this
school with us you taught us and
played with us ... all of us feel good
and thank you very much. I
promise that I won 't forget you,
and you forget us not.'
Thailand is in the midst of
painful recovery atter the 1997
financial crisis that rocked
Sunchal: The Marble Champ, a.k.a. Smiley
Southeast Asia . lts rural areas
face economic hardship, environmental pollution, and lagging development. Problems with amphetamine and hereine production are especially acute in the ' Golden Triangle, • the convergence point of the borders
ot Thailand, Myanmar, and Laos, the world's leading hereine producer.

in
this context,
the monk
said, "education is an
empowering
Instrument,"
to the group
one misty
morning in his
hilitop hut,
Non-Thai ethnic groups
that populate
the region

--- ~-·-------------

also
face a
historical
The school: partially constructed. Now you know what the brownie selling was about.
record of
strong prejudice and discrimination.
For all their differences, bonds developed between students and Bardians quickly.
The students threw a bonfire the night before the Bardians left. There was singing, dancing,
and drumming. Bananas were served with sweet syrup. Address.es and letters were
exchanged as tears feil. Many students made friendship bracelets for the Bardians to
remember them by.
' The most memorable moment,' sa id junior Dumaine Williams, ' was one morn ing
when one of the students gave me a note wh ich was basically the words to that song, All/
H&e To Do /s Oream. Just the fact that she had taken all the time to sit and write all the
words in English tothat songwas really touching.'
Other Bardians, when asked, struggled to convey what the project meant to them.
lt was an experience too complicated and powerful to describe in a sentence or two.
The group is preparing a huge package of photos and letters tosend back and is creating a
documentary soon to be shown on campus.
Another trip is in the works for next year.

Crime and Punishment
Bard Style ...

What the Heck is TLS?
byjPaul "The Merry" Marienthal
Applications for the Trustee
Leader Scholar Program will be available on Monday, March 4th, due back
Monday the 25th. Everyone is invited
to apply. But what is it?
TLS is now in its f ifth year.
Currently there are fifty-two students in
the program. Everybody on campus
knows some of these students. Still,
there are a Iot of misconceptions
about what TLS is and how it works.
1'11 try to straighten it out.
TLS IS:

directors of the program to discuss
leadership strategies.
***COMMUNITY SERVICE: We encourage projects that benefit a great number of people both on and off campus.
*** ACCESS TO COLLEGE
RESOURCES: Some important college
resources are made available to TLS
students. Transportation, in particular,
is often available for off-<:ampus projects. Many TLS-sponsored projects
(conferences, outings) are co-sponsored by other offices on campus.

*** TLS ISA LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, NOT JUST A TITLE:
*** FINANCIAL AID AND STIPENDS:
Financial aid
TLS students
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - packages for
meet as a
incomlng
group at the
beginning and
TLSstu~~nts
J
are posrtrvely
end of each
semester. They
affected .
write extensive
.
Currently
enrolled stuproject proposals with
dents who
detailed
- - - - - - - - - - - - - are accepted
descriptions
to TLS may and budgets
if they
(exactly what makes things happen in
choose - request a financial aid
the ' real world'). TLS students attend
review. All TLS students who successwerkshops- on topics like grant writfully complete the basic requirements
ing, and dealing with the media. At
of the program are eligible for a
the end of each semester they write
stipend , an amount equivalent to
substantial self-reflective pieces about
workstudy ($1.500 a year).
their work and it's affect on them .
TLS IS NOT:
*** PROJECTS ARE STUDENT RUN:
Many TLS students carry out service
*** A SECRET CLUB: Every student on
projects of their own design. Some
campus has the opportunity to apply
TLS students work alongside Ieaders
to become a TLS student. (There was
in existing clubs and other student
an application for the program in the
organizations. The point isthat TLS
Bard Admissions Packet). Every year
students have committed themselves
we also accept a number of students
to active organizing roles. TLS doesn't
who arealready enrolled at Bard. (The
process begins in March, see the Info
have projects, students do. lf you've
below). TLS-sponsored projects
got something good going and a TLS
depend on the greater student body to
student is involved, relax. We aren 't
be successful. lt's simple and elegant,
trying to take ownership of anything.
not a secret mysterious society. in fact,
That isn't our mission. We're simply
many faculty, students and staff have
here to support students any way we
participated in TLS-sponsored projects.
can.

Many TLS students carry
out service proiects of their
own design. Some TLS students work alongs1de Ieaders in existing clubs

*** TRAINING AND SUPERVISION: TLS
students are accountable for the planning and evaluation of their projects.
TLS students meet regularly with the

......................
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*** A SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM: The
word 'scholarship' does not appear in
our name, and the focus of TLS is not
money. lt is about supportlog stu-

dents to become more effective
human beings. The financial aid
aspect is secondary and just comes
along with good, hard effort.
*** A DEEP POOL OF MONEY: We
have a very small pool of money for
projects, which we try to divide up fairly among the TLS-sponsored projects
(for speakers, for supplies, and so on).
For instance, the Student Convocation
has a gigantic budget compared to
ours. This issue comes up every
semesteraraund Budget Forum time.
A big part of TLS training is about
fundraising. We spend a Iot of t ime
working on grant proposals with students, and talking about funding
issues in general.
*** A CONSPIRACY BY THE ADMINISTRATION TO CONTROL STUDENTS:
Nobody is trying to control anybody.
Except Larry, but he's not with us.
TLS, quite simply, is a generous gesture by this college to support its students and their own visions for world
change. Our job in the TLS Office is to
encourage good work in the world. We
support a wide range of interests.
There are no big meetings among
administrators evaluating what projects to support and what projects to
reject. Certainly there are boundaries
and Iimits to what TLS will support.
We would not, for instance, support
the development of a pornography ring
on campus. But we will support the
Bard Space Program and service trips
to Africa (to build community toilets),
activist walks to NYC, and
teachingltheater/recreation work at
the Aster Home in Rhinebeck. These
are all efforts at community building
and responsible organizing.
TO APPLY:
Come talk with us about what you're
doing. App lication forms will be available March 4 . The TLS Office in the
basement of Ludlow, Room 102.
Paul Marienthal, Director
marienth@bard.edu
Jenny Fowler, Ass istant Director
fowler@bard.edu
Phone: 7056

by Mehnaz Rabbani

The Student Judiciary Board has heard three
cases this academic year - all three of which occurred iduring the Fall semester. Two cases were brought to the Board
by administrative officea and tbe other by a swdent. The
proceedings of the Board did not include any hearings as all
parties acknowledged responsibility. Decisions on sanctions were presented to the offenders and enforced by the
Dean of Students Office, as stated in the SJB guidelines in
the Student Handbook.
The charges for the first case were vandalism and
violation of community standards behavior (Chapter 5,
Student Handbook). The case was brought to the Board by
the Campus Center Office in October 2001. After discussion and a majority vote, the Board sanctioned the student
with ten hours of community service, on top of a $500 darnage charge. The studentwas also asked to write an essay
on civil disobedience on campus to be published in the
Bard newspapers.
The secend case, brought to the SJB by a student,
charged a student with theft of personal property. As the
theft occurred in a Bard residence hall, it feil under the jurisdiction of the Board. By majority vote, the student was sanctioned with monetary restitution and social warn ing (which
means this case will be considered on the event of any
future cases brought up aga inst the same student). The
fine has been paid, and a reference to the incident is on the
student's record.
The most recent case was a violation of the
College drug policy and housing contract. This case was
brought to the Board by the Office of Residence Life. The
Board recommended a number of disciplinary actions. First,
the Board demanded that the student be moved from his
present residence hall to another one. The student is
required to complete thirty hours of community service,
undergo a drug evaluation at the Counsel ing Services and
submit a research paper to the SJB on drug laws for later
publication in the Bard newspapers. The student is expected to complete the sanctions by the end of Spring 2002.
in each case, the Oean of Students and the Chair
of the SJB corresponded with the respective parties regarding the decisions of the Board and the conditions of completing the sanctions. One of the members of the SJB withdrew from his position this semester to study abroad and
was replaced by alternate Toni Fortini. Sa iful Islam was
elected as the new alternate member at the last student
forum of the Fall semester. The SJB is looking torward to
serving the community this semester and encourages students, staff and faculty to contact the Board through Erin
Cannan, Oean of Students or the Cha ir, Mehnaz Rabbani, by
campus mail, email or phone.
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Email:sjbnews@bard .edu
Phone: 6064 Ext.3
Oean of Students Office: Ext. 7454
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Behind the Bard Soace Progarn
.1.-

An interview with ]amie O'shea: founder, artist, spaceman
by

!Michael Marlin, Jr.

I

IT'S NOT EVERY day that you can meet
someone who plans to launch a manned
1986 Volkswagen Scirocco into outer
space ... that is, unless you go to Bard .
Jamie O'Shea, faunder of the Bard Space
Program (BSP), and junior photography
major, plans to do just that this May. ln
what started out as a simple idea- to what
transformed into a demanding TLS project,
to what is now a fully developed 3-<lay mission to orbit Earth and perform biological
tests, the Bard Space Program has attracted many students and is gaining more
attention every day.
After successfully pulling him
away from work on the program, I sat down
with Jamie O'Shea to get a more personal
perspective of the man whom many
Bardians have simply termed 'insane." But
it didn't take lang for Jamie to show his
genuine seriousness about his project, and
h1s Iove for what he does. He is determined to get a first-hand view of Earth from
outer space this semester no matter what
the obstacle, and yet, that is only one component of the goals he plans to accomplish.
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MM: What is the Bard Space Program?
JO: We're building a rocket. lt's going to
have a person inside of it and our goal is to
achieve Earth orbit. We may fall short of
that, but the idea is to take on an extremely
ambitious goal and see how far we can get
within the scope of our own abilities and
resources, which is further than most people would think. Conceptually, it's also
about the fact that most of us are artists
working on this. We are working in collaboration with scientists, but it's very deinstitutioltl lized; we're very informal, and we have
a Iot of fun . The things that we do are very
performative but we're sort of achieving the
same goal as institul ians that wouldn 't be
having this much fun.
MM: Why are you doing this?
JO: My personal goal? l'm kinda bored
and I wanted to do something crazy... l liked
space when I was a little kid. I guess I like
space now too. And I like to sit in my
homemade spaceship and isolate myself.
l'm running away from women; l'm afraid of
them. Umm ... l like fire a Iot, and so building rockets is really exciting and fun. Lots
of people talk about the elements of
masochism and my sort of suicidal hints ... l
don't deny them exactly but l'd like to
assure everyone that l' m going to be okay.
Even if it is somewhat masochistic, we're
keeping safety in mind with the things
we're doing. We have many procedures to
protect me.
MM: Why do you think that some people cal/ it masochistic?
JO: Weil, for example, last weekend I did
a test with the space suit I will be wearing. We strapped small explosives to it,
to test if it could withstand the impact of
small space debris at high velocity. I
could have done it in a non-masochistic
way and just put the explosives on the
suit, but instead we went into the public
and I was in the suit wh ile we were testing the explosives, which is making it
interesting and fun, but also definitely
making it masochistic.
MM: How does TLS (Trustee Leader
Scholar Program) connect to al/ of this?
JO: The TLS aspect if Bard Space isthat
l'm trying to get a !arge group of people
from across disciplines to work tagether
on something coherent and then project
it out into the community. We have a Iot
of things to show people and we're
going to start conducting all of our tests
publicly now. l'm going to sit inside the
ship for three days without leaving, to get a
sort of psychological and physical evaluation of what it might be like to live in that
space. Truthfully, I don't think I could have
done any of this without TLS. They gave
me a build ing and a Iot of resources.
MM: When did al/ of this begin?
JO: I conceived of the idea in April of last
year and people started joining the bandwagen and we kind of developed it togeth-

er. Then I started a little bit of work on my
like these. 1 want to see more people at
rockets before. These things, although they
own in August and once everyone got back
Bard doing projects like this, bigger things
sound cataclysmically dangerous, are not
we've all pretty much been working since.
that aren 't just a part of school work.
qu ite that dangerous.
As far as the number of hours go, I think I
MM: Have you talked to any professors or
MM: Do you plan to contact NASA about
devote more of my time building the spacesclentists who have sald thls ls not possithe launch?
ship than actually being a student at Bard.
ble?
JO: Yes we do.
MM: How has that affected your school
JO: lt depends. We've been shut down in
MM: What do you think their response will
work?
be?
JO: My grades are fine, but
JO: They will regard us as a
l'm starting to feel a little
middle school baking-soda
bit insane when it's just
and vinegar volcano. And
me working on something
umm, they can bite me.
MM: ln complete honesty,
that nobody believes in
exactly, something that
what will happen when you
nobody believes 1'11 be
hit the launch button?
able to do. I feel
JO: (After the interview, Jamie
crazy ... which is nice in a
asked me to change some
way I guess.
specifics about his answer to
MM: Do you thlnk other
this question so as not to
people thlnk you're crazy?
incriminate BSP or threaten
JO: I think that, generally,
its success, hence the vague
people first regard me as
bracket inserts below.) ln
a joke. Same people think
complete honesty...the initial
it's funny. Same people
electric chargewill ignite a
think it's not. And then
nest of powdered [solid fuel),
which will smolder until it
after talking to me, after I
explain to them how the
Sitting Pretty: O'Shea demonstates his "space toilel" (the white tubein frontot him.) engages the throttle button
rocket works, and the fact that it's basically
strapped to a car built by bard students,
they think that l'm suicidal. There's a definite misunderstanding of how much control
we' re in, and how feasible this really is.
MM: Pretend you could vlew BSP through
the eyes of another Bard student. What
would you think of it?
JO: lt would very much depend on how
much exposure they've had, because, as
just an idea with no follow-through or actual
physica l structures, it's kind of lame. But
the people who have seen the structures
that we've created and the time reflected in
the different things that
we·ve done havehad to
take us more senously.
There's a Iot of people who
are very enthuslastlc about

different ways. We have some additional
research that is done in collaboration with
faculty about a satellite project that we're
launehing simultaneously within the orbiter.
However, many professors have expressed
only dread at the idea of exploding the
fuels that we plan on using.
MM: Do you think they have a right to
express that dread? Should they have reason to?
JO: We haven't really shown an in-<lepth
engine design. We 've just told them the
very basic princi ples and asked for their
assistance, which they flatly refused. Same

which will inject a forced spray of [liquid
fuel] onto the [fuel). [Liquid fuel), in the
presence of [solid fuel) fire, which burns at
[very high temperature], splits into constituent hydrogen and oxygen, which
become explosive and fuel the fire more
explosively. This fire will burn in spectacular, bright, fairly short blasts that will ignite
the !arger [solid fuel] barsthat are not in
the powder form which will burn with the
same explosive force for the entire duration
of the ascent. The bars will simultaneously
heat water to high pressured steam and
feed themselves the water which will function as oxygen and will afterburn as hydrogen.
MM: How have the events of
September 11th affected
BSP?
JO: We certainJy have some
of the same marking,s as a
terrorist organization. We're
building a rocket; we're even
doing some biological experiments. I think we 're important in that we need to continue torward
with this project despite the alarm that it
might cause people because we believe in
it artistically. We believe in our freedom to
do these kinds of things. I would hate to
see the newfound suspicion and paranoia
of America shut something like this down
because of September 11. So in that way,
we 're standing for the continuing freedom
of people to do weird things who don't want
to hurt anyone.
MM: So what is the ultimate goal of BSP?
JO: The ultimate goal of Bard Space is to
open peoples' eyes up to the power we
have right now- the power to put ourselves
in space orbit, or even if not to succeed, to
devote our lives to something as obscure
and to communicate ideas to so many people. ln a way, BSP is just an excuse to really get out there and work with a whole
bunch of people on something...someth ing
that will make you think, something that
will be fun.
MM: Do you think you have, or will, reach
that goal?
JO: Not yet. I hope to. l'm hoping that the
first launch will be a culmination where
much of the science that we're pursuing
comes tagether and is exposed. I want
eve ryone to be there. I want it to be so
huge. I want it to be the coolest thing that
has ha ppened at Bard- something that B&G
guys teil students like 10 years from nowsomething that gets us on local television
as those qui rky crazy art students.
MM: Are you scared at al/?
JO: A little bit.

1 want this to be the coolest thing that
has happened at Bard- so mething that
B&G guys tell students I 0 years from

it; I get asked about it everyday.
MM: Whattsyourresponse
to the people who say lt
can 't be done?
JO: l'm glad that they exist
because they represent the fundamental
misconception that l'm trying to attack- that
we don't have the power to do these thi ngs
within ourselves. People have been trained
by the same kind of institutions that make
space programs that they don't have a Iot
of power in that regard . I think that that's a
Iot of what space travel is, intimidation really.
MM: How do you see this project affectlng
your life in the future?

al

l

now- something that gets us on loc te evision as those quirky crazy art students.

JO: So far, it's made me come to terms with
some of my own narcissism and conversely,
my self-hatred. [Jamie laughs for the first
time.] But I honestly hope to be propelled
into fame by my success, or even near success. I hope that I will be part of a revolution wherein people can be able to run the
show more themselves a little bit. l'm not
an anarchist; l'm not really very political. I
just want to see more people doing projects

professors are amused by the project, but
those are the ones who don't realize exactly what we 're doing.
MM: What will be the most challeng/ng
aspect of BSP down the road?
JO: Reentry. lf we were to achieve orbit, the
process of reentry is something that will
probably exceed the tolerance of our materials. We're working desperately an a heat
shield right now, but it may prove insufficient, in which case I would require perhaps a rescue attempt in orbit. We're
launehing in tandem with ... maybe I shouldn't say this ... in tandem with a NASAshuttle
so that if I did need to be rescued, I could.
We enjoy the irony of our insubordination
to them . ln the end, we would be helping
them out by giving them publicity, which is
really what they need. But the antagonism
with NASA is in good fun. [BSP's motto is
'Fuck NASA.') I think that what they stand
for on a really grand Ievei is kind of base.
As far as who they actually are, maybe
they're sort of boring artists who don't really realize their artists.
MM: Percentage-wlse, what do you think
are your chances of leaving the Earth's
atmosphere thls semester?
JO: I try not to Iook at things in terms of
percentages. I th ink that there is a risk of
failu re definitely. But I think that anything
that's ambitious, perpetrated by any group
of people, costing any amount of money,
has a risk of failure. ln the end, the
chance of success of our first launch is not
so much lower than NASA's success in
their first launches.
MM: lf you had to give a percentage ...
JO: I would say that the most likely scenario
isthat our rockets will engage through the
first 2 stages and if the engine stays intact
and withstands the heat, we will achieve an
altitude of thousands and thousands of
feet and run out of fuel or have an engine
failure and come back down using our
parachutes. l've skydived before; l've built

Approximately 40 people have
helped to get the Bard Space Program off
the ground since its conception. Jamie proposes to Iiftoff in the first week of May,
launehing from the fields behind Manor.
He plans the event to have music and to be
a massive celebration for Bard, artists, and
dreamers worldwide.
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the Year at the Lyceum

ln TheiBedroom & I am Sam reviewed

by
GO to a movie with is some
__
_ I went to see ln the
Bedroom the other night with one. I had heard mixed
reviews of it, none of which were that it was a movie that
I absolutely had to run out and see. But whether it was
good or not did not matter, because it is always tun to
see the place where you are from on the big screen. ln
the Bedroom was filmed on location in Knox and Lincoln
Counties, Maine. The story Iook place in a town that
seemed Iook place in a town that seemed to me to be a
composite of Camden, Rockland, Waldoboro, and I think
South Bristol. I paid my six dollars for no reason but to
see the streets that l've walked down, the restaurants
!hat l've eaten in, and the cemetery down the road where
my grandtather is buried. There have been other films in
the last few years that have been filmed in the area. Man
Without a Face with Mel Gibson
and Gaby Hoffman was shot in
Rockland; Thinner was shot in
Camden; and Message in a
Bottle with Kevin Costner and
Paul Newman was made in New
Harbor the summer that I was
working there. I was living in
Garnden the summer of 2000
when ln the Bedroom was shot
there. lt was the only reason I
went to see it, and I have a feefing I shared that reason with others: the car in front of me in the
parking Iot also had a Maine license plate.
To synopsize the plot would be to give it all
away. Since I don't really expect anyone to run out and
see the film based on my review of it, 1'11 go ahead and
do it. Frank Fowler is a young man with a Iot of promise,
but he gets involved with an older woman who is not one
hundred percent separated from her ex-husband. Frank's
molher Ruth are not thrilled about the relationship from
the beginning, sensing that Frank is not doing what is
good for himself, but his father Matt trusts his son to
make the right decisions. The ex-husband kills Frank.

The rast of the film deals with the parents' reaction to the
loss of their only son, how it affects their everyday lives,
how it affects their relationship with each other, and how
they deal with the other people involved.
What I liked about the film is its rather somber
style and attention to detail. Someone told me the trailer
for it built it up as some kind of horror movie, which it is
not. There was no action in it; the film moves very slowly
so that the two main characters, Ruth and Matt Fowler,
become very familiar. lf anything I would say that it is a
film you should encourage your parents to see if they feel
like going to see a thriller, because they might be able to
relate to the older characters better. lt is a middle-aged
movie with middle-aged characters and middle-aged
action. The idyllic setting of Maine in the summertime is a
good setting for the easy pace, but again l'm biased.
There were a few minor
details that probably went unnoticed
by most people but that made me
homesick. A glimpse into the refrigerator reveals a can of Moxie and a bottle
Oakhurst milk. The ex-husband and
some of Matt Fowler's poker buddies
pullad off believable Maine accents. At
one point I noticed !hat someone even
used the wotd •"to' where most English
speakers would use 'at," which you
might hear if you Iisten closely enough
to a native speaker.
ln the Bedroom is the directorial debut
for Todd Field, and it is up for Best Pielure at the Oscars.
Actor Tom Wilkinson is nominated for playing Matt Fowler
and Sissy Spacek for playing is wife. They both did a
really good job: Wilkinson, a British Shakespearean actor,
pulls oft the American accent perfectly, and Spacek dqes
weil even though no one dumps pig's blood on her. (An
acquaintance of mine bumped into Sissy Spacek in .a
store while she was in Maine that summer. He told her he
loved her in Carrie, she said thank you but that she had
been in plenty of other films. He told her she sucked in all
of them. Obviously he had never seen Badlands.)
lt's

also up for Best Adapted Screenplay (from a short story
"Killings' by Andre Dubus), which surprises me a little,
because there were Iimes that I thought the script was
very weak, when the actors sounded like amateur performing an exercise in an acting class. What surprises
me even more is that anyone even Iook notice of this
film. Apart from its sobriety, it was very low-budget and it
was just not that great a film. To be honest, except for the
two very good performances in it, it doesn't deserve all
the attention it's getting. Marisa Tomei has also beengetting more praise than she deserves for her part.
Not one person l've talked to about ln the
Bedroom has liked the ending. ' Too predictable ." ' Too
Hollywood.' I can't say I completely disagree. Somathing
about the ending doesn't sit weil with the rest of the film .
Sean Penn is also up for an Best Actor Oscar
for his portrayal of the title character in I Am Sam. He
plays a mentally challenged tather who battles for custody of his daughter with the help of a lawyer played by
Micheie Pfeiffer. He expresses hirnself through Beatles
references, works at Starbucks to support himself, hangs
out with a circle of other mentally challenged folk, and
proves to the world that the only !hing you need to be
able to raise a child is Iove. I Am Sam would have more
aptly been titled I Am a Bad Movie.
8oth ln the Bedroom and I Am Sam are currently playing
at the Lyceum on Route 9 in Red Hook.

Film Committee Update
March 1 and 3
-All About Eve
-All About My Molher
March 8 and 10
-Heart of Glass
-No End
J.E.

Absence of Plot and Climax One ot the tirst yt:far shows at ccs
by

Jack Lewis

IF YOU'RE READING THIS ARTICLE and you didn't see the
three shows that were just up at CCS, it's a shame. Shame on
you. Go out and see the next show that goes up. lf you've
never been to CCS, go, even if you hate art. Ask yourself, "why
do I hate art?' There were three shows curated by first year
graduale students at The Center for Curatorial Studies, Too
Much Joy, Curious Pictures, and Space Malters. I was somewhat involved in this last show, so I won't be writing about it.
The first show you encounter as you enter the galleries
is Curious Pictures, an examination of art that presents familiar
objects and places in unfamiliar ways. The show included work
by Gabriet Orozco, Vitto Acconi, Kiki Smith and John Currin,
among others. The Smith piece was a small object placed
behind a glass box. At first glance the little sculpture Iooks like
a turd, but when inspected turns out to be a bronze bird with
emerald eyes.
The Acconci piece was placed in a room off to the side,
an installation of a three Televisions, each playing a video from
different pertormance work. The sound from the video bled out
into the galleries making it a bit difficult to view other work.
However this worked within the theme of the show, work that
made you a bit uneasy without explicitly shocking your senses.
The most successful piece in the show was a work by
an artist I hadn't heard of, Donna Dennis. Set apart from the
other work in another room it _appeared to be a small section of
a house, a porch to be exact. lt looked like a Gordan MattaCiark piece (a video piece of his is also included in the show),
but it wasn't at all what I thought it was. lt Iook me a couple
viewings to realize that it was a porch separated from a house,
but a hand crafted miniature. The proportions are done so
close to scale that it's hard to even realize that the door and
windows are baby-sized. I feit uncomfortable. Was there a
small person living here. Or perhaps a child? lt seemed so
domestic and yet useless. This unsettling feeling was the goal
of the curators and they achieved it.
The second show, Too Much Joy, examined artists who
were involved in, or influenced by the little known art movement
called Pattern and Decoration (P&D), begun in the mid 1970's.
I went through this sliow about five or six Iimes, each time I
heard at least one person say how they really didn't like it. The
work is exactly what you might expect with name like that. lt's
design oriented, colorful, decorative, but it's not as meaningless
as that tableeioth your parents have on your kitchen table.
The name of the show in fact responds to these people who
express their distaste for the art. lt's called 'Too Much' because
that implies something negative. lt implies that maybe, just
maybe the P&D artists were too involved in simply expressing
joy and forgot to make interesting, or beautiful objects. When I
first walked into the exhibit I saw Robert Kushner's huge wall
piece made up of at least thirty different patterns and fabrics. lt

was an image of a reclining nude woman. lt was beautiful aesthetically and conceptually. I liked that these meaning less patterns were now expressing this classical image and I especially
liked the way the pattems worked against each other, etashing and fighting, but also working together.
Other people thought it was ugly. The P&D movement began out of an interest in underrepresented minorities,
non-weslern art (such as lslamic quill designs) and women
artists and fabric makers. The original group consisted of a
group of six men and women (Miriam Schapiro, Joyce Kozloff,
Valarie Jarden, Robert Kushner, Amy Goldin and Kim
MacConnel) interested in exploring why these groups have
been marginalized. They were a critical and financial success
in the late 70's. The artists had sold out shows and yet today
the movement is hardly remembered. The first year curators
did an amazing job considering they only had a small collection of the actual work (small even though it is considered the
largest collection of P&D in America). They complimented the
true P&D work (work made by the original six members) with
similar work from the period and quotations from interviews
they held with the living artists and from previously published
work, written directly below the work (like 'footnotes' they
state in their exhibition pamphlet).
The curator also invited as many of the artists they
could to an open discussion held last Wednesday in one of
the galleries. Three showed up to discuss the history of the
movement and its implications: Kushner, Thomas LaniganSchmidt and Bard's own Judy Pfaff. Tommy (as everyone
called him) had some of the best quotes on the walls including the statement: ' Every art movement is the conspiracy of
art dealers.' The discussion was extremely lively with accusations, defenses, laughter and real generat insight not only
into the P&D movement, but the whole art world (and personally what I thought the real question was: The usefulness of
art). On this last account it was explained, by Kushner, how
they became a critical and financial success.
The movement began as a !'~mall group of six.
They delivered a symposium in the 70's at CAA (I think that
stands for College Art Association, which holds huge gatherings of the minds once a year. This year's CAA just occurred
last week, that's why some art teachers weren't around).
After a couple not-so successful shows a couple of them
showed in Europe. II was there that a critic saw them and
published a grand review in his annual newsletter. This was
not your ordinary newsletter; it was a special insider's insider
newsletter, that told all the gallery owners around the world
what was hot and what they should buy. A subscription (one
issue a year) cost $400. The review championed the P&D
people and when Kushner returned form Europe he found
that all his work had sold.

The Return of
the La rry
M C Leo d .
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Wednesday,
March 6th
Time: 1O:OOPM
Where: Down
The Road Cafe
Slots limited:_So
the first twenty
poets there will
read
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Aesop Rock "Daylight EP"by Patrick Rodgers
THIS IS AESOP ROCK'S FIFTH ALBUM (2 independent,
3 lapel). His two previous Iabei releases were ' Fioat' on
Mush records and ' Labor Days' on EI-P's Definitive Jux,
on which Aesop shares flagship act status alongside
Cannibal Ox. These albums were staples of NYC gritty
underground that featured amazing production by eilher
Aesop , Blockhead or EI-P, topped with Aesop's Karl Marx
meets Baba Ram Das lyrical stylings. All in all they were
outstanding, and fit weil with the underground anti-corporate hip-hop that exploded onto the scene in the last year
or two. Aesop Rock seemed poised on the brink of major
success . The pendulum swung back again though (as it
always seems to) and once again rap for rap's sake, tun,
ass-shaking, head nodding beats Iook back over and
Aesop lost his market share.
This seems to be the purpose of the ' Daylight
EP,' a second attempt to sell the singles oft of ' Labor
Days' (Daylight and Maintenance) which are the first and
last songs, respectively, on the 7-track CD .
The five new tracks are brilliant. They are musically intense, buil~ing slowly layer upon layer until reaching beats that not only have Ionger musical phrases than

the average loop, but which also are nearly overwhelming in their subtly epic nature. The second track, ' Night
light' is a grinding, metallic reworking of the bright, fluteladen "Daylight. ' He has a few alternate versions but it is
mostly a dark remix of "Daylight,' although an impressive
one. The third track "Nickel Plated Pockets ,' is an EI-P
produced work of art featuring Cannibal Ox's Vast Aire
Kramer as a drunken bum begging change. Aesop lays
down his signature quick, literary verses describing a
cold city and a hard life of carrying enough nickels for
cigarettes and soup . The fourth track is the highlight of
the album. II features and is produced by Blueprint. The
track is laid back and jazzed out, building most of the
early beat of a ride and crash cymbal. lt's a track fusing
jazz and hip-hop on a Ievei with the Handsoma Boy
Modeling School track "The Truth."
What taints this album is Aesop Rock's anger
over re-releasing tracks, feeling unappreciated and
underpaid, which honestly is whack because ' Labor
Days' was all about escaping the 9-5 life and doing
things, ' Just cause it makes you smile if it sounds dope.'
lf you like Aesop already, pick this album up

because there are some excellent tracks on it, including a
Blockhead instrumental that sounds kind of lock
Portishead meets Tortoise. But overall the album seems
kind of tainted by a Ieader of the do-it-for-yourself philosophy pissed about album sales. lf you've never heard
Aesop pii::k up ' Labor Days.'

ame Review

an the Automater
by

s

WOR D! .....____ ___,
Spaken Word Fest 2002
AN UNFORGETTABLE EVENING
ITH SPOKEN WORD ARTISTS
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON, N.Y.- The Office of
Multicultural Affairs, Planning Committee, AASO,
BSO, ISO, JSO ," LASO, Ladies' Misbehavior Club,
MSO, and Queer Alliance have collaborated to bring
you and invite EVERYBODY at Bard College to
Word! Spoken Word Fest 2002 on Saturday March
9th in Olin Auditorium at 7:00 P.M. The extraordinary artists of the evening include Scotland Zeit, K.T.
Kilborn, Willie Perdomo, and Jessica Care Moore.
This program is about entertainment and education
as each performer shares a piece of themselves and
their identity through their spoken word .
Scotland Zeit is a poet and musician who
addresses modernity, homosexuality, and Judaism in
his work. He is growing acclaim through his performances at CBGB's, a club in New York City.
Scotland received his B.A. from Hampshire College
and is busy working on his second CD before
embarking on his national tour.
K.T. Kilborn , an up and coming performance
artist, is a senior creative writing major at Emory
University in Atlanta, GA. Her writing and performance pieces focus on gender and sexuality. Bard
College will be her first stop on her Northeastern
Tour.
Willie Perdomo is a poet who is one of the
important voices to come out of the Nuyorican Poets
Cafe . He is the author of Where a Nickel Costs a
Dime and has been featured on several PBS documentariss including ' Words in Your Face ,' and the
United States of Poetry. He is a recipient of a New
York Foundation for the Arts Fielion Grant and he cowrote an episode for the HBO series, Spiee City.
Jessica Care Moore, the so-called Nikki
Giovannil Maya Angelou of the hip hop generation, is
a well-known journalist, television producer, teacher
and a poet. Her poetry has been featured in Born to
...; Sing Mama, a long-running musical at Madison
r:r Square Garden, as weil as in the documentariss
n Underground Voices, SlamNation , and the feature
film Siam, which won the 1998 Sundance Film
Festival. Her work is well-known in both mainstream
O and alternative publications throughout the United
a' States.
~
Piease join us for an evening with great people,
4l great eats, and great poets! See you there!
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Patrick Rodgers

TAKE AWAY ' DELTRON 3030,' Gorillaz, ' Dr. Octagon,' Lovage
and a solo career, and Dan the Automator still has Handsoma
Boy Modeling School and the ' Wanna Buy a Monkey?" mixtape,
both of which make allusion to Chris Elliot's acting career ("Get a
Life' and ' Cabin Boy' ). Thaifact alone should be enough to
make you want to buy this album .
lf you're not convinced by the significance of Chris
Eliot's comedy stylings or the social importance of alluding to
them on albums then you should buy this CD because it's one of
the best commercially released mixtapes ever. Seriously. Ever.
lt's up there with David Holmes' ' Essential Mix '98- '01 ' which
came out last year. lt's not just Automator's mixing abilities
(supurb) which make this album great, it's also (or mainly) his
track selection . Where most mixtapes are funk, hip-hop, drum
and bass or trance solely, this one builds bridges mixing
Fantomas into Black Rob, Deltron into Air, Tortoise into Lovage
into Bobby Digital into Gorillaz. lt's a mixtape that's been waiting
to happen, and now finally has. Cross-genre mixing should've
happened long ago, and now that it has been officially logged in
the annals of mainstream releases it can begin a rich and prolific
expansion through all aspects of life, but most importantly
through music.

was
a mall I feit like taking the garbage cans
and beating people down and then looting the
mall. Everyone may not feel like that but now
there's a game where you can loot and beat
people all you want and it's called State of
Emergency. lt's the next in the line of super
violent games from the same people who
you the series of Grand Theft Auto.
IBasically you're in the middle of a riot and you
eilher do missions to liberale the people
the evil corporation or you can just basifuck shit up. I sat down with the game
a couple of six packs to give it a shot. At
I was kind of disappointed with the ·game
in comparison to GTA3. The graphics are
ut the same and it basically only uses DVD
raphics rather than FMVs, full motion videos .
ere is no stealing cars or beating up !hat
you just paid but it does have its
. Weil, just one really, sheer camage.
set up is a little limited and I don't see
much difference between the characters but
it's nice that you can get up to five. My one
real complaint was the firing system . The firing system in GTA3 allowed you to aim more
accurately than in SoE, and at first it irked me.
After drinking most of the beer I decided to
out the other type of play in the game
besides missions; CHAOS. Basically this is
where the real carnage is and it's also where I
that aiming isn't so important when
have about fifty guys on your ass with
guns.
After all was said and done I was a
disappointed with the game. lt's got the
bevy of weapons; autoguns,grenadelaunches
nd rocket launchers. Besides
there are Iasers, pepper
and hand held weapons ,
ut who wants those when you
use a weapon that only
leaves a blood smear on the
wall. About the most gory part
of the game is decapitating
meone and then beating his
to death with his head.
have more complaints . Not
changes from Ievei to
Ievei. I have to admit I didn't
get to the last one yet, and it all
seems a little too limited. The
isn't nearly as impressive as
in GTA3, basically it responds
you in two ways. First it sends
security squads after you and
second it interacts when you
run into a certain area. The
enemies aren't too smart but if
ey were, it would be a Iot
rder to just mow them down with a minigun.
replay value in the game is basically how
long till you get tired of just blowing the shit
out of everything. My suggestion is rent the
game first, get some beer and spend a good
two days locked in your room with it. lf that
doesn't make the game get old and tired , then
buy it. lf you do buy it, play sparingly.
Comparing the graphics, game play, controls
and over all tun I give it a three out of five
but GTA3 is still better.

"'

Peace Process Break Dow-n in Colu tnbia
What are the United States' Motives?

I

by Katie Jacoby

I

2000, U.S. estimates indicate that the
illicit drug threat from Colombia has both
expanded and become more complex over
the past several years. Insurgent and
paramilitary groups have increased their
drug-trafficking activities, severely complicating U.S. and Colombian efforts to
reduce illicit drug cultivation and production.' lmagine for a moment that drug
trafficking activities are not the primary

On Wednesday, February 20ttl,
President Andres Pastrana of Columbia
ended peace talks with the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Columbia. With in a couple of hours of his proclamation military
planes were dropping bombs on the
demilitarized area. More than 13,000
troops have been
mobilized and it has
Military/
"
been said that the
Program
PoliceAid
take over will be complete in six days.
International Narcotics Control (INC$275,000,000
lt was shock- Andean Regional
Initiative)
ing to find the Bush
Foreign Military Financing (FMF)
$98,000,000
administration's
International Military Education and
Foreign Military
Training (IMET)
$1,180,000
Financing program
Foreign
Operations
Budget Request
requesting aid for
Total
$374,180,000
Columbia's ' War on
Drugs' at a higher
Defense-Budget Counternarcotics Aid
than usual price tag.
(Known as ' Section 1004' and
For the firsttime since ' Section 1033'), estimated by
$119,720,000
the Cold War,
averaging 1999-2001 Ieveis
Columbia may be seeEstlmated Overall 2003 Total
$493,900,000
ing a significant
amount of non-drug military assistance in
concern of the United State government.
2003; about 98 million dollars. This
George
W. seems to have shed a little
would finance Colombia's army and estabmore light then he intended to when he
lish a new brigade to protect econom ic
addressed congress on the issue, 'The
infrastructure. This money would also be
actions
of significant narcotics traffickers
used for approximately 12 UH-1 Huey helicentered in Colombia continue to pose an
copters, communications equipment,
unusual and extraordinary threat to the
intelligence, and for training of one of its
national security, foreign polibattalions by US Army Special Forces.
cy, and economy of the
The Center for International Policy, which
United States and to cause
offers a comprehensive source of informaunparalleled violence, corrupti~ and analysis about peaceful efforts to
tion, and harm in the United
end Colombia's conflict and the United
States and abroad. For these
States' increasing military involvement,
reasons, I have determined
supplied intriguing and concrete evidence
that it is necessary to mainabout the distribution of the aid and a
tain economic pressures on
summary of the budget request. Figure 1
significant narcotics traffickshows a staggering difference between
ers centered in Colombia by
the military aid offered by the United
blocking their property or interests in
States in comparison to the social and
property that are in the United States or
economic aid.
within the possession or control of United
Why has our country chosen vioStates persons and by depriving them of
lence as a means of control? According to
access to the United States market and
a safety report by the United States
financial
system.' (October 16, 2001)
General Accounting Office on Drug Control
He admits to their being an
in Columbia, • in June 1999 and October
' unusual and extraordinary threat to

national security, foreign policy and the
United States economy' and arguably
drug trafficking does Iead to increased
national insecurity, however, let's expand
into some ulterior motives for thought.
Would 445 million dollars worth of damage to a source of the US stability count
as a valid threat? US oil interests say yes.
According to US Ambassador Anne
Patterson, millians were lost last year due
to more than
Economlc/
150 guerrilla
SociaiAid
attacks against
the Cano
$164,000,000
Lim6n-Cover'ias
pipeline (much
oil in this
pipeline
belongs to Los
Angeles-based
$164,000,000
Occidental
Petroleum) that
halted pumping of oil
through the
pipeline for
$164,000,000
approximately
Figura 1
250 days.
Patterson even admits that oil safety has
become a priority in the United States.
The rise in military aid would certainly
affirm the belief the US would want to protect their oil interests, along with other
economic interests and fight counterinsurgency groups stifling their productivity

conscious move by the Bush
Administration from the already ambiguous war on drugs to an even broader war
on political and economic terrorism. This
seems to be a self defensive act
employed by the United States. The evolution of the war in Columbia would target
counter-insurgency movements with out
regard to drug activity.
Such groups as Amnesty
International have been working hard to
freeze the Military Aid by specifying strict
human rights conditions that Colombia
must pass in order to receive the military
portion of these funds. Such conditions
include the suspension from the
Columbian armed forces of anyone
involved in human rights abuses along
with their cooperation with prosecution .
The Washington Office on Latin America
reported that not only has Columbia failed
to meet these standards but the human
rights situation has worsened.
Unfortunately, it is likely that the aid will
be passed with out meeting these standards.
Outraged or not you have the
opportunity to learn more. As you are citizens of the United States, it only seems
appropriate to seek responsible action for
our policies around the world . Our taxpayer money is being used to escalate a civil
warthat has been and will displace hundreds of thousands of civilians and will
continue to strengthen a military with a
horrible human rights record if concern is not expressed. This article
has not even begun to address the
environmental concerns that the
fumigation of poppies and coca
plants with an ultra version of US
known Round Up aerially dropped
by the hundreds of gallons on
southern Columbia. Currently
being planned for April17-22 in
Washington DC is a national mobilization on Columbia where the most
accurate resources will be available for
those who would like to be more
informed.

Why has our country
chosen violence as a
means of control?
through means of violence. On February
19th social organizations and people from
Arauca protested in front of the US
Embassy in Colombia. One woman was
heard saying, 'The oil in Arauca has been
a curse for us. The only thing that it has
brought us, and continues to bring us, is
death and destruction.' This has been a

Cons truct ive Demo nstra tion
The state ofanti-globalization protests

by IChris Pollina

What made Seattle so exciting?
Think back two years, what excited you
about it? We saw issues being discussed
in the media that had previously been
ignored. We saw people taking control of
the streets. We saw people going toe-totoe with the
police.
So what exactly was it that made
Seattle so memorable? Direct action,
kids! Certainly if there had been a candlelight vigil or a non-confrontational march
instead of the massive direct actions that
took place, no one would have ever heard
about the events or issues outside of the
Seattle area, even if there had been twice
as many in attendance. The broken windows and spray paint on corporate chain
stores did much more than economic
damage to Starbucks and The Gap; it
made many question the legitimacy of
neoliberal economics and the institutions
it spawns. lt also showed activists that
the corporations which profited from the
corrupt system were
not invincible and that fighting them was
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I a real possibility.
BUT! But, but, but! The effectiveness of protests since have taken a
turn for the worse. The anti-WEF protest
on February 2nd was probably the nadir
of anti-gloabalization, anti-corporate
protests. lt resembled the Trail of Tears
more than a vigoraus protest of a corrupt
economic system. Rather than people
taking back the streets from the rule of
the corporations and heinous pigs, people
joylessly dragged themselves around a
pre-selected route
designed by, guess
who? THE NYPD! This
could be partly due to
the post 9/11 atmosphere of NYC, but not
entirely. The people
organizing protests are
cooperating more and
more with the police
and those attending
the protests are becoming more and more
docile, following whatever instructions the
organizers give. These events are becoming mechanical and boring,
are overseen by higher and higher numbers of cops, and pose less and less of a
threat with each new protest. So what the
fuck, huh? The way I see it, the short

legacy of summit style anti-corporate
protests has two routes it can take; either
we, the protesters, can think up some
crazy new shit and keep the police on
their toes, or these protests ca n go the
way of the dinosaur and we can start
doing more direct
actions wherever we happen to be located
rather than at one specific location.
lt can be easy to go to a protest
and latch on to the very small percentage
of people that planned something. But

out and become remambered as nothing
more than a briet trend, it could be the
beginning to something much more
potent; the increase of direct action in the
everyday. Rather than waiting until the
next time many people converge in one
place to try to affect change, (hmm.what
does that sound like.oh yeah, voting!) people can start to act freely by their own
accord, striking when nobody (including
the police) expects it, in ways that no one
has come to expect.
Of
course
the ideal
would be
for both
ofthese
things to
happen.
So come
on! Bring
the
protests home! Smash the State!
Destroy capitalism! Other catch phrases
that don't mean shit unless activists like
yourself do something! GO!

What if we brought someth ing
creative to the protest, someth ing
more than an uninspiring chant?
what if we all brought something creative
to the protest, something more than a
sign, something more than an uninspiring
chant, something more than just the presence of our bodies in a march? Weil, we
haven't yet seen what that could accomplish, but it would surely be amazing.
But even if protests should die
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the Year at the Lyceum

kind of ~rtunately I wentto see ln the
Bedroom lhe other night with one. I had heard mixed
reviews of it, none of which were !hat il was a movie !hat
I absolutely had to run out and see. But whether it was
good or not did not matter, because it is always tun to
see the place where you are from on the big screen . ln
the Bedroom was filmed on location in Knox and Lincoln
Counties, Maine. The story Iook place in a town !hat
seemed Iook place in a town that seemed to me to be a
composite of Camden , Rockland, Waldoboro, and lthink
South Bristol. I paid my six dollars for no reason butto
see the streets that l've walked down, the restaurants
!hat l've eaten in, and the cemetery down the road where
my grandtather is buried . There have been other films in
the last few years !hat have been filmed in the area. Man
Without a Face with Mel Gibsan
and Gaby Hoffman was shot in
Rockland; Thinner was shot in
Camden ; and Message in a
Bottle with Kevin Costner and
Paul Newman was made in New
Harbor the summer that I was
working there. I was living in
Camden the summer of 2000
when ln the Bedroom was shot
there. II was the only reason I
went to see it, and I have a feeling I shared !hat reason with others: the car in front of me in the
parking Iot also had a Maine license plate.
To synopsize the plot would be to give it all
away. Since I don't really expect anyone to run out and
see the film based on my review of it, 1'11 go ahead and
do it. Frank Fowler is a young man with a Iot of promise,
but he gets involved with an older woman who is not one
hundred percent separated from her ex-husband. Frank's
molher Ruth are not thrilled about the relationship from
the beginning , sensingthat Frank is not doing what is
good for himself, but his tather Matttrusts his son to
make the right decisions. The ex-husband kills Frank.

ln The!Bedroom & I am Sam reviewed

The rest of the film deals with the parents' reaction to the
lass of their only son, how it affects their everyday lives,
how it affects their relationship with each other, and how
they deal with the other people involved.
What I liked about the film is its rather somber
style and attention to detail. Someone told me the trailer
for it built it up as some kind of horror movie, which it is
not. There was no action in it; the film moves very slowly
so that the two main characters, Ruth and Matt Fowler,
become very familiar. lf anything I would say that it is a
film you should encourage your parents to see if they feel
like going to see a thriller, because they might be able to
relate to the older characters better. lt is a middle-aged
movie with middle-aged characters and middle-aged
action . The idyllic setting of Mainein the summertime is a
good setting for the easy pace, but again l'm biased.
There were a few minor
details that probably went unnoticed
by most people but that made me
homesick. A glimpse into the refrigerator reveals a can of Moxie and a bottle
Oakhurst milk. The ex-husband and
some of Matt Fowler's poker buddies
pulled oft believable Maine accents. At
one point I noticed that someone even
used the wotd ''to• where most English
speakers would use ' at," which you
might hear if you Iisten closely enough
to a native speaker.
ln the Bedroom is the directorial debut
for Todd Field , and it is up for Best Pielure at the Oscars.
Actor Tom Wilkinson is nominated for playing Matt Fowler
and Sissy Spacek for playing is wife. They both did a
really good job: Wilkinson, a British Shakespearean actor,
pulls oft the American accent perfectly, and Spacek does
weil even though no one dumps pig's blood on her. (An
acquaintance of mine bumped into Sissy Spacek in .a
store while she was in Maine !hat summer. He told her he
loved her in Carrie , she said thank you butthat she had
been in plenty of other films. He told her she sucked in all
of them . Obviously he had never seen Badlands.)
lt's

also up for Best Adapted Screenplay (from a short story
' Killings' by Andre Dubus) , which surprises me a little,
because there were Iimes that I thought the script was
very weak, when the actors sounded like amateur performing an exercise in an acting class. What surprises
me even more is that anyone even took notice of this
film. Apart from its sobriety, it was very low-budget and it
was just not that great a film . To be honest, except for the
two very good performances in it, it doesn't deserve all
the attention it's getting. Marisa Tomei has also been getting more praise than she deserves for her part.
Not one person l've talked to about ln the
Bedroom has liked the ending . ' Too predictable.' ' Too
Hollywood.' I can't say I completely disagree. Samething
aboutthe ending doesn't sit weil with the rest of the film .
Sean Penn is also up for an Best Actor Oscar
for his portrayal of the title character in I Am Sam . He
plays a mentally challenged tather who batlies for custody of his daughter wilh the help of a lawyer played by
Micheie Pfeiffer. He expresses hirnself through Beatles
references , works at Starbucks to support himself, hangs
out with a circle of other mentally challenged folk, and
proves to the world that the only thing you need to be
able to raise a child is Iove. I Am Sam would have more
aptly been titled I Am a Bad Movie.
8oth ln the Bedroom and I Am Samare currently playing
at the Lyceum on Route 9 in Red Hook.

Film Committee Update
March 1 and 3
-All About Eve
-All About My Molher
March 8 and 10
-Heart of Glass
-No End
J.E.

Absence of Plot and Climax One of the tirst year shows at ccs
by

s --

Jack Lewis

IF YOU'RE READING THIS ARTICLE and you didn't see the
three shows !hat were just up at CCS, it's a shame. Shame on
you. Go out and see the next show that goes up. II you've
never been to CCS, go, even if you hate art. Ask yourself, ' why
do I hate art?' There were three shows curated by first year
graduale students at The Center for Curatorial Studies, Too
Much Joy, Curious Pictures, and Space Malters. I was somewhat involved in this last show, so I won't be writing about it.
The first show you encounter as you enter the galleries
is Curious Pictures, an examination of art that presents familiar
objects and places in unfamiliar ways. The show included work
by Gabriel Orozco, Villa Acconi, Kiki Smith and John Currin,
among others. The Smith piece was a small object placed
behind a glass box. At first glance the little sculpture Iooks like
a turd, but when inspected turns out to be a bronze bird with
emerald eyes.
The Acconci piecewas placed in a room oft to the side,
an installation of a three Televisions, each playing a video from
different performance work. The sound from the video bled out
into the galleries making it a bit difficult to view other work.
However this worked within the theme of the show, work that
made you a bit uneasy without explicitly shocking your senses.
The most successful piece in the show was a work by
an artist I hadn't heard of, Donna Dennis. Set apart from the
other work in another room it appeared to be a small section of
a hause, a porch to be exact. II looked like a Gordan MattaCiark piece (a video piece of his is also included in the show),
but it wasn't at all what I thought it was. lt took rRe a couple
viewings to realize that it was a porch separated from a hause,
but a hand crafted miniature. The proportians are done so
close to scale that it's hard to even realize !hat the door and
windows are baby-sized . I feit uncomfortable. Was there a
small person living here. Or perhaps a child? II seemed so
domestic and yet useless. This unsettling feeling was the goal
of the curators and they achieved it.
The second show, Too Much Joy, examined artists who
were involved in, or influenced by the little known art movement
called Pattern and Decoration (P&D) , begun in the mid 1970's.
I wentthrough this show about five or six Iimes, each time I
heard at least one person say how they really didn't like it. The
work is exactly what you might expect with name like !hat. lt's
design oriented , colorful , decorative, but it's not as meaningless
asthat tableeioth your parents have on your kitchen table .
The name of the show in fact responds to these people who
express their distaste for the art. lt's called ' Too Much' because
that implies something negative. lt implies that maybe, just
maybe the P&D artists were too involved in simply expressing
joy and forgot to make interesting, or beautiful objects. When I
first walked into the exhibit I saw Robert Kushner's huge wall
piece made up of at least thirty different patterns and fabrics. II

was an image of a reclining nude woman. lt was beautiful aesthetically and conceptually. I liked that these meaning less patterns were now expressing this classical image and I especially
liked the way the patterns worked against each other, clashing and fighting, but also working together.
Other people thought it was ugly. The P&D movement began out of an interest in underrepresented minorities,
non-weslern art (such as lslamic quill designs) and warnen
artists and fabric makers. The original group consisted of a
group of six men and warnen (Miriam Schapiro, Joyce Kozloff,
Valerie Jarden, Robert Kushner, Amy Goldin and Kim
MacConnel) interested in exploring why these groups have
been marginalized. They were a critical and financial success
in the late 70's . The artists had sold out shows and yet today
the movement is hardly remembered . The first year curators
did an amazing job considering they only had a small collection of the actual work (small even though it is considered the
largest collection of P&D in America). They complimented the
true P&D work (work made by the original six members) with
similar work from the period and quotations from interviews
they held with the living artists and from previously published
work, written directly below the work (like ' footnotes' they
state in their exhibition pamphlet).
The curator also invited as many of the artists they
could to an open discussion held last Wednesday in one of
the galleries. Three showed up to discuss the history of the
movement and its implications: Kushner, Thomas LaniganSchmidt and Bard's own Judy Pfaff. Tommy (as everyone
called him) had some of the best quotes on the walls including the statement: ' Every art movement is the conspiracy of
art dealers." The discussion was extremely lively with accusations, defenses, laughter and real general insight not only
into the P&D movement, but the whole art world (and personally what I thought the real question was: The usefulness of
art) . On this last account it was explained, by Kushner, how
they became a critical and financial success.
The movement began as a small group of six.
They delivered a symposium in the 70's at CAA (I think that
stands for College Art Association , which holds huge gatherings of the minds once a year. This year's CAA just occurred
last week, that's why some art teachers weren't around) .
After a couple not-so successful shows a couple of them
showed in Europe. lt was there that a critic saw them and
published a grand review in his annual newsletter. This was
not your ordinary newsletter; it was a special insider's insider
newsletter, that told all the gallery owners araund the world
what was hot and what they should buy. A subscription (one
issue a year) cost $400. The review championed the P&D
people and when Kushner returned form Europe he found
that all his work had sold .

The Return of
the Larry
Mcleod.

I•
When:
Wednesday,
March 6th
Time: 1O:OOPM
Where: Down
The Road Cafe
Slots limited:. So
the first twenty
poets there will
read
• February
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Observer Sports Page with your hast Dave Tramente
"Striving to be as good as the NY Post Sports department"

Rick Pitino goes wild for the Observ er SpJrts :r:age

[Bard Sports
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Jacob Grana
Crackdown on Bard Viöfe.nc.e: .... ······· ............... ~~;;~;:Ci ·the..sportsmanlike conduct ot each
by

Intramurals Get New Look
I came back to school this semester thinking that I
would be greeted by the same friendly, peaceful faces of my
fellow classmates. I thought l'd see pleasant conversations
on the hill next to Kline, pienies on the quad , and peace club
,meetings in manor Iounge. How wrong I was. Inslead I
found angered faces, knuckle cracking, and intense thumb
wrestling. Cases of beer were being stockpiled in the thousands and push up contests were abound. Friends, there
can be only one explanation for the incredible amounts of
-training l've witnessed around campus. Intramurals have
arrived.
But there is change in the air here at Bard College.
,Wanton expressions of violence and binge drinking at events
iare not going to be tolerated by the administration anymore.
jBasketball Coach and lntramural Coordinator Greg Dixon
has this to say about past behavior during lntramurals: "lt's
'supposed to be fun, an outlet to work out stress. But some
jpeople ruin it with silliness.' Dixon plans on taking charge
'this semester, outlawing drinking and drug use du ring
:games and personally refereeing the basketball games. A
:new tool is being implemented to make sure good behavior
i is a must for all weekend warriors. lntramural superiors (the
titles of the coordinators for each event) are equipped with a
'sportsmanship-rating sheet. These sheets will be used to

S

Interview with.lan S
I had it in the back of my head
issue of lhe newspaper. However I
next day. Just as I remernbered I
up ln the campus oenter. What
cozy little tablas down the hall by
of the cafe, and got the interview
Michael Morjni: So lan, is thls your
lan Schaft This is my first recorded
MM: How does that make you feel?
IS: l'm kind of nervous actually. l
MM: Weil you pretty much just have
IS: Ok 1'11 just have to do that
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MM: So tell me your stats.
IS: Weil I finished the season in the
the nation in rebounding and 6th in
MM: Wow. Now isthat just within this
IS: That's the whole United States.
in every game in scoring.
MM: Shit So were you the team
IS: This year we had a couple of cap1a1ns;
year the captains will be myself and
good stats. He- was up there in steals.
MM: Do you !hink things are looking
IS; Yeah. I think if everyone stays healthy
MM: And there are a couple of people
IS: And Jamie Butler.
MM: You guys are pretty strong, Anfl you
lS: Yeah, we've gotthat Dave ldd. The
We've got lssac the laundry..•• I'Ucalt h.im
MM; Ha ha ha ha ha,
IS; Cause he's the laundry man. You know,
good and shit but they still have a Iot to leam.
There's another one too. That Walker ldd.
MM: ls. there any hazinglnvolve d on the t~am with
IS: Yeah. We took care- of those guys early on.
MM: So, lan. Say you're out on a date wilh a
you at a fancy reslaurant? A nfght at the movies?
IS: Mika-. l'd like to say a fanoy restaurant but 1don't
}c\
.
..
.. ·
type of !hing.
MM: Aeally? You don't 1hfn~ glrls lil<e fancy restaurants~
IS: I don't know. l've tried that thlng and -~~~~~$
MM: Oh, like they ordei ihe m6sf:expenSiJe slrlofn '

.... ts: ~. your a,bau~r~ tre.t~~ W~·Jift.~r~Y:f. ~!i~g b~~Q·
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team during their game. A 1 to 5 score will
be given, and it a team does not have an
average of 3 .5 by the end of the regular
season then they will be ineligible for the
..playoffs.
Softball fans may be especially
disappointed by the new rules because any
instances of drinking, drunkenness, pot
smoking, general drug abuse or drinking
will be punished by unquestionable ejection. This rule applies to all the intramural
events, but softball is being especially singled out because of its raucous reputation.
A treasured spring semester tradition, this
sport has become too much a liability for
the administration to Iook the other way
on. An anonymous source explained the
Athletic Department's reasoning as such:
"lf some drunk asshole hits a kid in the head with a ball,
first he's going to sue the asshole, and then he's going to
sue the school." Safety, hand in hand with sober fun, has
become the number one priority at all events.
Making sure no ooe gets hurt in events m.ay be_too
right wing an attitude for some students but the spirit of
intramurals is still trying to be preserved. ln fact some students appreciate the concern for their well-being. Bard
Raptors Basketball Player lsak 'The Laundry Man' Mendes
feels ' sports is fun and getting wasted is fun. But sports

and getting wasted don't make a fun party.' Although you
Iack subject-verb agreement lsak, we understand what you
mean. Some people want to feel safe when they're out
there on the badminton court and who are we to take away
~hat !:igbt...J.f.~ d~ agree.: ~u_ ~Y!-2.'!Y vanoity
sports. For more information visit
www.bard.edu /athletics/intra murals.
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always know what it is .
. . like what girls want. Causa we're
know whal they want. You can

a Iot. Are you sexing my
if you'd call it sexing lhough.
sexing girls though.
have time for classes?
place like Bard where acadart classes.

when you say that.
Andy, who took a year or two
that sometimes to Alexis
ifs funny. But now every-

to be a professional basketNBA?
pursue a career in NBA?
decision, money would be
the draft now but I think I may
;"...,....,..,.,"" good, l'm looking to go to
orart?
the two. Art-balling. Or as Jed

and shout! lt's ...
when he just goes, •uuuuh!"

Sports Fiction by
La .;
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Pifiero , spit and sat down dght next to Theßha dow.
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The Shadow Jopked down at hi's sweat-d tenched liigh S.c~ool
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"Damn, Shadow ! Telich me to shoot Jike you kid. Teach me
to dilly-da lly arou.nd these sorry-as s de(ende rs and slam H
home ti ll the Ja.dies catl my crib and tell me that I shootShakesp earian-s onnets on this street court."
·'
La Sombra spit on the court and laughed ar Piiiero. La Sombra
looked at his partner and sat down on the free-thr ow line .
~yo

teetfi arid got
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Pinero smiled at L~ Sombf a . Pii~ro gra~b,~ d the ~ockt ;•hi~'Jj
almost burned his band and took a fbree f~Öm tJle SaJ,lle Spot'' a-s'i/ <
T h e Sh a d o w.
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".PiliiitiH ierrro.. '\ La ';:Som.br! .sang \\')th ·a .si.ow speed,
. roili.ng his r's Jit.e , ~,e w,~'uJ4
doW.nJT-~he ,e.pti~t,a·g~ipst five
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La Sombra put ·the 'Professiorial-~iied.-pil1 · in his Carame·l
and popped ~ three frÖnLth e righ!. ~'~tseline. \V,b en be l~ft tbe.
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floor his. Nikes Iefi.., a footprin t that \cbildre n fo.r year.s to come +
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"Yo Sombra ! I swear you be swHter than the sails otf the shlp
;;.::
that's gonna set us offstrai ght ohtta Brookly n. You like the last
snowfla ke f;l.Jiin• ft'om the s.ky. Only when you l~nd* ~on•t , be
i,no meltin' ." '
}
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used
the eighties . She said that }f I e~e:r wtot~ like h im; rd make it
up o.utta tbis;" Piße'ro sitid, polnhng at a broken Heiiieke n bottle
at hatf~court.
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"My mom:z was li.ke 'this poet-cr ackwoo re right, and sbe
read lhis Porto-R d'h n'amed Migue'l ' Pinero Hlce back in

They say the first ;t\.me that he dunked, bis shadow,. ai.ong
with: the rest of thy, khls in M.iH?n Park, s.topped and.watch~d.
So f~om that' day, they ' c~Ued ·him, "La S.ombra >·
Shado~:
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East.sTile. andin o~e
was a tucked- up place ro
to be spread tbere." '

66,

th.e Lower
how even thougb it
~heR h6. 'd.i Kct; h~ wanted bis ashes
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La Sombra grabbe.d h.is profess ional-s.i zed-pil l, lo'Oked at it and
said, "Now P i nero, that' s a name, kid,"

P , how you got t he name Pinero, kid?"

Hitten Hard with lsean Sullivan
Bard Basketball
This year's season ended with a record of 6 wins
and 14 losses. lt was the Raptor's best record at least within the past five years. Before the 2001-2002 season, the
past five years have had one win per season. Ian Schaff
and Saiful Islam were two star players that helped bring victory in the last game of the season, February 17th, against
Simon 's Rock ' like any good Raptor would do' (lan). Schaff
has been an outstanding Division 3 player as he finished the
season in the top ten of the
nationfors teals and rebounds.
Also, he would usually grace
the team with an impressive
average of twenty points per
game. Asking him what more
he would have liked to get out
of the season, lan Schaff
W€ € I€V€ t0
replied , ' I only wish I had more
fast break opportunities to try
out my reverse tomahawk
dunk.' Maybe next year Ian.
Regarding ethics, Ian said, ' I
wou ld rather be fi rst place in
Division 3 than last in Division
11
2, because, shit, I would be the
man. I think it is pretty
straightforward.'
As for Saiful Islam, du ring this last game, which
was held at home, he cleaned up the competition with a
clutch f ree throw that scored, to the cheers of many
Bardians. This was Saiful's sole point of the season. When
I talked to him about it, he smiled and slapped high-five.
The "Saif Dog' (as he is better known as to the players)
proved to be a strong part of the team all year providing spiritual advice ' to the tune of Bah-Chode or Mother-Chode'
(lan). Thank you for this great season Raptors. Forthose of
you who still want to see these ballers in action, you can
catch them performing in the intramural games in March.
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Tyson Update
Mike Tyson has recently been cleared of all charges
against him regarding two separate sexual assault allegations. Darrow Soll, Tyson's attorney stated, "We are grateful
that the Clark Country District Attorney's office conducted an
independent review of both cases and did not rely solely on
information gathered by the police department. Our parallel
investigation revealed what we believed to be substantial
evidence of Mr. Tyson 's innocence .' The DA concluded that
there was absolutely no possibility of convicting Mike Tyson.

I

This cleared a major stumbling block for the negotiations of
a Lennox Lewis-Mike Tyson fight to continue and with a
much greater possibility of reaching an agreement. States
all over the country, as weil as countries all over the world,
have been in a tough competition to become the home of
the fight site and garner a tremendous economical surge.
Most recently, Nigeria and Panama have entered the mix.
*** Look for Prince Naseem Hamed to make his comeback
on March 23rd.***
Roller Skating Club??
That's right! A club where Bardians unite and
roller skate. This club actually has yet to exist, however. lt is
mere speculation, but the cofounders are extremely serious
about setting this up and it
appea rs to be in the process of
existing. The club heads are
Valerie Sullo and Jacqueline
La Duke, two third year students
who live in Oberholzer. Inspiration
for this club can be attributed to
Meghan Mazzacone, a former Foot
Patrol co-boss who is now abroad
in Spain.. These girls went to ' the
roller skating place in Hyde Park
on Route 9" to peace out Meghan
and wish her weil in Spain . They
all had a blast that night. Jackie
had this to say, "Thursday's are
the 18 and over adult nights so we
expected a bunch of people our
age who didn't want to put up with
teenagers and their bullshit, but
when we went it ended up being a
bunch of men ages 50 and older.
lt was really funny because they
were better skaters than us and
could do tricks and stuff. One guy
could even skate sidewaysl l've
been trying to do that forever! '
Having recently taken the defensive driving course here at Bard,
Jackie is now able to take out the
Shuttle and feels that would be
the best mode of transporta tion
for when the club begins to exist.
At the moment, the club would
meet every Thursday to all head

,0
over to Hyde Park where the rink is at. The cofounders will
be heading to the rink this Thursday to investigate and make
sure it is still a good night to go.
Sully's 21st
Weil, about two Mondays ago, on the 18th, I turned
21 and I would like to say that my "surprise' partywas amazing. 18 heads all drove into Red Hook and took over Viilage
Pizza 111, the greatest eatery on Earth. I totally didn't expect
such a big deal, and those who had never tasted Viilage
Pizza before (particularly Vibe and Crichton) all enjoyed it
immensely I am sure. Thanks to you's who represented!
This Friday, March 1st....Happy 21st Birthday Jackie!!l
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[MY Brain on Sports lby IDa:veTramonfe ,
So apparently Hitler has been resurrected from the dead and is now masterminding the decisions at Bard College. Did you hear the news? No more smoking in any
buildings on camp us including dorms, no more drinking while playing softball and no more
sex in the champagne room. This opinion piece has been about sports for a straight year
and I think what's going on is series enough for me to take a break from athletes in high
profile court cases and the NY Jets sa lary problems; to talk about the anti liberal movement that is sweeping a college campus. A college that was once called ' the little red
whore hause on the Hudson,' by the NY TIM ES in the 1960's.
I don't even smoke nor do I like second hand smoke and I think this rule is ridiculous. A school full of talented artists and you expect no one to smoke in bu ildings or drink
while they play softball? We might as weil throw all the artistic talent we have at this
school out the window because since the first day of the worlds existence artists have
smoked and drank. Hemingway was a better drunk then he was a writer. Picasso used to
smoke a pack of cigarettes while he pa inted and Snoop Dog gets high before every one of
his shows. This is how art is createdl Hell who ever wrote the Ten Commandments was
probably loaded oft of Whiskey. THOU SHALT NOT PLAY SOFTBALL lntoxicatedl Softball was
meant to be played intoxlcated!
This whole thing has scary similarities to poor German Jews in the 1930's belng told
to board a traln because they were going to a better place. I can see it now, ' Put out that
Cigarette Johnny, it's better if for you if you don't smoke, now come with me into the non
substance abuse room for your weekly physical.' Hey l'm all about being healthy and all
the crap that goes along with it but if some one wants to smoke Iet them smoke. That's
the beauty of Bard. At one point this school just didn't give a fuck what the rest of society
was doing. We were own society. We were the Keith Richards of colleges and now we're
the ln sync of modern society, were just as bad as the hundreds of teenagers who stand
outside total Request Live every afternoon hoping to get their faces on TV. I don't know
how that comparison works out but some how it does and what's worse is I right now
would be more proud to be part of a radical fundamental1st lslamic state then a place that
pretends its free.
THIS IS SUCH BULL- you know now that I think of it this rule really benefits me considering I don't smoke. Not to mention unless it's a bar almost everywhere north of Ohio
doesn't allow you to smoke in public places. Why should Bard be any different? Hell if anything this is really doing a favor to everyone because smoking does kill according to all
those ads on TV. To administrations defense there is talk of some sort of smokers room
some on campus where smokers can go and "chill" with a few computers, some tables,
and maybe a soda machine or someth ing. That sounds like a nice hangout for the smokers and this way they wouldn 't bother anyone eise.
I guess I didn't mean that comparison to Nazis after all because this rule is smart. Really
this is the best move for campus life and though it will be hard at first when we remember
back on the old days of the smokers room in kline with a smile but in the long run this is
what's right for everyone. So with that said now that I have all of the smokers at Bard's
attention Iet me begin my sports column for the month.

Things peoole did but didn't actually say

I

said "Hey this guy got to
die in a really nice
hause and he had just
gone in my hot tub so I
don't see why everyone
is so u~set , I mean he
was just a Iimo driver.'
Williams actually didn't
say that but I bet he
thought it.
Michael Jordan will
sit out the rest. of the
year with a leg injury.
lt's a shame to because
there was talk of anoth- i
er MVP for him. The 39 t,,,,itti
•~~
year old Jordan never IWilli:.mc: ic: oc:f'nrtori n\1 Dnl i"o nU hic- h,-....,...,.,. ;,... ~,...,...,... ; ,...
I
had such a bad injury
during his first two
stints in the NBA. When other Wizards players were asked to comment on the rest of the
season everyone answered the same: We're Fucked!
The NFL salary cap is amazing. No one team can go over the 61 million-dollar cap so it
makes it so every team is on an equal playing field. Unfortunately that means every 3
YP.3fS or so good players are cut from teams so the team doesn't go over the cap forthat
year. This year the Ravens had to release most of their defense that one them a
SuperBowl two years ago. The Buccaneers released crucial members of their winning secondary. Saltimore released even outspoken Shannon Sharpe. When asked to comment on
how he feit about his ousting Sharpe said the following, "Speak to my agent. " When I heard
him say that I said, "What a jerk oft.'
When asked to comment on their chances of beating the Yankees this year every
Redsaxfan said, "This is the year.' Just like they say every year. When asked how they can
even compare Boston baseball to NY baseball not to mention Boston to NY as far as cities
go they said "Hey at least we have the Celtics.' When asked to comment on why Boston is
such a racist town and has the warst driving conditions of any city Boston fans commented
' Hey at least we have th~ Celtics.'
John Madden is leaving fox broadcasting after 8 years and will now move to Monday
night football. When asked to comment on this blockbuster announcement Madden sa id,
"l 'm hungry.' When Dennis Miller was asked to comment on how he feit about being fired
he said, "Man I got paid millians of dollars to make wise cracks about convicted felons
tossing a ball around. I got tö give America a better vocabulary by letting them hear me
talk but more then anything (voice gets louder) ABC can blow me! That's just my opinion I
couldJLe~wrong.:_ Miller started laughing at himself and then a~ked if~.DY.s>ne had any POl
,
When asked to comment on how bad and roughly thrown tagether this article is I
said, "l'm sorry I used the smoking thing to hook kids into reading my article but l'm not
sorry I got to make fun of Boston. That's just my opinion l'm probably beyond wrang."

1...

Jayson Williams an ex NBA player witti a really big hause shot his Iimo driver in the
face. Apparently Williams was having a party at his mansion in dirty Jersey when he started twirling a gun he owned and the gun went oft in his Iimo drivers face! The Iimo driver
bled to death and now Williams is accused of 'Iimo driver' slaughter. Williams apparently
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Mad Lib.
lby Joel Clark
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The Bard Obs

(noun)

yesterday. I was just hangin' out at
the

, when some _ __
(place)
(type of person)
wearing a ______ came up to
(adjective) (noun)
me and started ___ ! II was like,
(verb)
" back oft
! You want
(type of person)
me to whipout my big
?" I
(noun)
asked him. Man, l've never seen any
or cry that

(verb)
hard. I just smiled and put my big
_ _ _ _ back where it belonged,
(noun)
to be taken out and
anoth(verb)
forme, it's really
er day.
(adverb)
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Trustees Pander Future of Bard
by Cinta Conti-Cook, p. 2
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Board of Trustees getting restless with all that money ...
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Bard Students and Thai Students Share lntercession,
Human Bond,
by Vincent Valdmanis, p. 3
Building a school, teaching some classes and playing games ...
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Jamie O'Shea Interview . .. by Michael Marlin, Jr., p. 4
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Find out why we run all that Bard Space Program propaga nda .
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Me and my big _ __
(noun)
Boy, did I get into some hot _ _
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• ARTSAND ENTERTAINMENT •
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Absence of Plot and Climax, by Jack Lewis, p. 5
Reviews the recent f irst year show at CCS, and explains shit for you, .
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Video Game Review: State of Emergancy,
by Ethan Hochgesang, p.
Battling an evil, world dominating corporation with graphic ca rnage
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The Guy at Kline, p. 8
See your fellow students respond on the spot to a random question.
Courtesy Michael Marl in, Jr.

Peace Process Breaks Down in Columbia, ·p. 9
by Katie Jacoby
How US policy has affected the recent events in Columbia's ongoing war.

Sports! business with your host, Dave Tramonte, pp. 12-14
Morini interviews lan Schaff. Intermurals and drunkeness, Tyson update
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